Navy doctors and nurses live in tents on the tarmac next to the hospital compound of Fleet Hospital 5.
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adjoins the airport of Croatia's capital, Zagreb. Before
Croatia won its independence in 1991, Camp Pleso
belonged to the Yugoslav NationalAnny. Today it is populated
by uniformed men and women wearing the United Nations' skyblue berets.
A second checkpoint and the interlocking tents of Navy F1eet
Hospital 5 rise green and drab against the sky. Established in
1992,this is the United States' single largest on-the-ground contribution to the U.N. peacekeeping efforts in the Bosnian conflict, and on a Tuesday morning in October the hospital is
shrouded in cold fog and protectedby sandbagsand razor wiremetaphors for the strict resolutions and murky politics envelop-
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Liaison Officer (center) has been
pleased and surprised by the help

received from Croatian medical
colleagues.
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ing this humanitarian mission.
Designed to maintain U.N. neutrality among the factors warring in Bosnia and Croatia, the rules at times chafe the 250 military doctors, nurses, Seabees,corpsmen and other officers and
enlisted staff. Here they are, less than 100miles from a war zone
and just a 10-minutedrive from the nearest refugee camp, and 50
of their 60 beds routinely lie empty. This is because they can
only serve peoplewho, for most of this war, have not been specifically targeted: members of the United Nations ProtectiveForces
(UNPROFOR), other UN personnel, European Community
observers and, when applicable, their families.
Moreover, many in UNPROFORdo not availthemselvesof the
Navy's Fleet Hospital. Whenever possible, Canadians, British,
Danes and French are stabilized on site and medevaced home.
Yet a strong
..
. . ' positive aspect of the U.S. presence becomes
.
Physicaltherapybeginsfor Gregzotz
Kwiatek,
a 22-year-old
Polish
apparent mslde the heated tent On the ward, Navy 11.j.g. Jeana
soldierwhowasinjuredin a caraccidentwhileon U.N.patrolin Croatia.
("Spike') Kanne wraps a Nepali UNPROFOR patient in an olive-)o HelpinghimarehospitalworkersMichaelDisimone
andChadWise.
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green blanket, checks his neck brace and nods
when he whispers "Nema problema" (No problem). The patient,Jogi M.K, picked up this ubiquitous Croatian expressionin Sector East before
a collision catapulted him out of the back of a
convoy truck. He later used it in the Zagreb hospital where American doctors sent him to have
the vertebrae in his neck screwed and wired
into place.
Had Jogi struck the ground with a little more
force, his neck would have snapped. So he is
right one arm may be bound to his torso and
the neck brace may be a bother, but in the grand
scheme of what might have been, 'Nema problema.'

surgeons;from sharing their experiencein mine
injuries, which Croatian surgeons have been
treating since Serbia attacked Croatia in 1991,
to making CAT scansand MRIs available."This
degree of cooperation is unusllal," says Conley.
How do the Americans reciprocate?Supplies
are scarce and expensive in Croatia's wartinie
economy, yet outright donations are out of the
question, for they might be viewed as taking
sides. So Americans look for other opportunities, small and large. "When we get a treadmill
test [at a Croatian hospital]," says Conley, "we'll
go with our patient and take a few extra electrode stickiesalong." Similarly, a visit to a Zagreb
ambulance service gives the u.S. team the idea
of opening the Fleet Hospital's next Advanced

A UmqueCooperation

"

TraUma Ute Support1rdiningsessionto Croatian
colleagues.This is more than a gesture: it saves

The Americans adopt the sameattitude whenever they run up against the frustrations of the
mission, not the least of which is their inability
to reciprocate in kind for the help received from
Croatian medical colleagues. "I got more than
1 expected," says Medical liaison Officer Cmdr.
Larry Conley. This includes everything from
the Croatians accepting U.N. patients for spine
surgery or specializedburn treatments to open-

the Croats the expense and headache of lining
up certified specialists, a venue and animals on
which to practice emergency techniques.
Dr. Ratko Vujicic, a Croatian who works at
the Fleet Hospital ~d acts as a liaison with the
local medical community, tells of a 1993 incident in which a 4-year-oldingested a household
poison and was rushed to a Zagreb hospital.
There, doctors discovered they lacked the cor- >-~

Nickie Enos,an operating room technician, helps
with an X-ray of Sergei Mozjarov, a Ukrainian whose
left leg was shattered by a mine.

A group of nurses await the morning muster.
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Croatia
rect antidote. "They called us, and we had the antidote in our
phannacy [at the fleet Hospital] ," Vujicic recounts. "The next
day, the paperscanied an aI1icleabout how the American hospital
saved a Croatian kid."
.
While it didn't make the headlines, an earlier case involving
a 23-year-old Croatian soldier is no less dramatic. During his
three years on the front, he saw five buddies killed and was in
fact so close he was splattered with their blood when the mortar hit or the mine exploded. He then came home on leave to
help his family with the annual slaughtering of a pig. Something
snapped.
"When they brought the young man
to me," recalls Croatian clinical psychologist Mirjana Krizmanic, "he was
shaking all over." A university professor
and practicing psychologist, she recognized the symptoms of combat stress,
but not because she had seen them
before. "An American psychiatrist had
collected literature on combat stress
before corping over and donated it all to
us. As a result," she says gratefully, "I
could diagnosethe young soldier. I could
counsel him."

Medical Outreach
In September1994,only a month after
the present team anived, Aeet Hospital
personnel got an unprecedented opportunity. U.N. and local.doctors
in
Batanoga, a camp for Muslim refugees,
asked for help to battle an epidemic of

tute preventative practices and establish rotations that increased
efficiency by giving emergencies priority and building in time
for much-needed sleep.
When Batanogaasks again for help in October, Webb is raring
to go. But politics get in the way. Headquarters says 'no.'
And normal life resumes inside the tents at the fleet Hospital.
On the ward, medical staff vault over languagebaniers with U.N.
patients and doctors who might just as easily be Egyptian as
Polish. Jogi's wardmates, for example, are Jordanian, Russian,
British and Ukrainian.
In physical therapy, young men who have undergone amputations learn to walk again. Whatever their nationality, language
is the least of their obstacles. 'We can demonstrate just about
everything," Lt. Cmdr. Joe Halter
explains. "Besides, you can tell when
something hurts." Or when something
tickles, as becomes apparent when
Halter lifts a Ukrainian patient's leg,
which is stabilized by an external fixator, and runs his fingers along the sole.
Sergei Mazjakov laughs, which bodes
well for his leg, which was shattered
when he swerved his vehicle onto the
grass to avoid hitting civilians and
tripped a land mine.
Occasionally, the air outside thrums
with the breathy staccato of helicopter
rotors, and the entire hospital is electrified. Gurneys are wheeled onto the tarmac, nurses scrub down and doctors
run to the ER, their footsteps muted by
the canvas floor and walls.
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Cmdr.
Karen Pagespend off-dutytime playing with.
VIralgastroententisthat was sweepmg Croatian children at a refugee camp on the outskirts
through row upon row of converted
of Zagreb.
chicken coops,Quonsethuts and tents in
which huddled an estimated 24,000people, 5,000of them under
the age of 6. Urgent messages flashed back and forth until the
Aeet Hospital finally wrested approval from the U.S. European
Command. A team of eight could travel to the camp. But it could
not take any equipment or stay longer than two weeks.
A family doctor, Lt. James Webb was appalledat what he found.
"The conditions were deplorable. It was muddy, dark, cold and
wet Most people were not boiling their water. Doctors were seeing patients continually, the queue getting as long as 30 to 40
patients by late afternoon. Most were pediatric cases."
The first 48 hours were nightmarish: 1,500 patients, most
severely dehydrated children, filed past Webb and his teammates. For four of the children it was too late, but thousands
more survived because Webb worked with U.N. doctors, camp
leaders and local medical staff to reorganize the pharmacy, insti18 MILrrARY
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EagerVolunteers
There have however been far more

'.'.

drills thanemergenCies,
leaVIngthe staff

with the time and the desire to do more.
A Wednesday afternoon finds ward
nurse Lt. Mary Jane Hoban, Chaplain RooseveltBrown and Joint
Task Force Capt Steve Duniho (Anny) spending off-duty hours
at the SvetaTeresa orphanage in Zagreb seeing where they can
help, and in the meantime, rough-housing with boys, cuddling
infants and steadying toddlers as they glide lopsided down a
slide.
And taking orders from three 6-year-olds-Ivana, Anya and
Ana-who test Duniho's Croatian with a high-stakes game of
"repeat-after-me."Each time he flubs a tongue-twister,they shriek
with delight. "What we most appreciate," says the orphanage
director, Sister Katrina, "is the time they give. Especially the
men; this is most important for the children. So many do not
know their father."
Sister Josipa,who cares for 16 toddlers, is equally enthusiastic.
"It is important for the chUdren to be held," she nearly shouts
Continuedon page78.

TDYTrauma

Croatia

Continuedjrompage76.

Continued from page 18.

sports and hobbies.And with young kids,
it bears repeating: you are corning back.

over the mayhem. Almost perversely, 3year-oldGoran picks this moment to wriggle out of Brown's anns and toddle off.
"It's also important for them to have

ReunionAnxiety
!
Separation
anxietymayturn into someonelooking," she adds. Sure
I

reunion anxiety, if Dad brings home gifts
and guilt for having gone away in the first
place. "Don't set a bad precedent after
your first trip," says Gallicchio, "by trying to buy forgiveness with expensive
gifts. Your kids' expectations and your
bad feelings will grow with each TAD."
Better to give inexpensive gifts with local
flavor that reflect your child's interests.
When his kids were young, one father
began bringing home small soaps and
shampoosthat hotels give away.Now his
kids are teens, and they still fight over
I
these token souvenirs.
Reunion anxiety may linger until you I
and your child ease back into your premy relationship. Does your toddler shy
awayfrom you? Does your teenagerseem
more remote than before?Instead of fee],.
ing resentment, consider that they may I
simply be saying, "I can't adapt so quickly to having you home again. 1 need
more time."
After the reunion anxiety subsides, !
gather around the table at dinner time I
and ask yourselves what worked during
this my. What helped and what didn't?
Write down things to do differently when
the next my orders come down. Then !
break out the milk and cereal bowls. .
I
I

I

enough, in mid-toddle, Goran casts a
backward glance to be sure the chaplain
is watching.
Four days later, Hoban takes volunteers to a camp for Croat refugees from
Bosnia.Next week she will visit the camp
next door where Bosnian Muslims liveall part of a plan designed to.ensure that
volunteers divide their time equally
among the various nationalities. This is
how she stays within the guidelines,
which also stipulate that Seabees may
donate their free time and even use their
tools on the job, but not hospital materiel

So while HM3 Tanya]ones leads a jump
rope extravaganza,1m Terry Robinson
and HN Wayne Smith wander thoughtfully through the camp,checking for ways
they can make life in these wooden barracks more comfortable.
Camp resident and Croat refugeeAnte
Lozancic wanders up. A fanner who has
lost everything, he now holds a maintenance job and shares one room with his
wife and three of his four children. "I was
sick recently," he says."They sent me to
a hospital, and, you know, the nurses
there cured me more with their words
than with their medicines." He indicates
the clusters of American adults and
Croatian children that now fill the desolate camp with games and laughter. "Ifs
the same for children."
Asked what else the Americans can
I offer, Lozancicwonders if they can donate
an ax. "So we can chop wood for the winter ," he explains.
. Smith and Robinsonshake their heads.
Regulations.
Hoban nods, dispirited, but then her
blue eyes get that "Nema problema"
sparkle: "How about Seabeesspending
an afternoon chopping wood with these
guys?"

Robinson
smiles."That'llwork."7~ MTTTfARV TJFESIYLE March 1995

Which Vehicle?
For most people, the image of financial
independence

includes children's

college

education paid for, a comfortable home and
sufficient income for a few luxuries.
Since these goals are so important, but
are also long-range, a well-designed plan to
achieve them must be safe yet have the
opportunity to grow faster than inflation.
Almost absolute safety can be achieved
through fixed investments

like certificates

of deposit or other products that are guaranteed through some government agency.
However, you typically pay for that safety
with interest rates that are very close to the
inflation rate.
To outpace inflation, one should consider
equity investments.

Equity investments

involve an element of ownership as in stocks
or real estate. Though equities are not guaranteed, they have historically proven to be
well-suited for long-term investing because
they tend to grow faster than the inflation
rate. However, investment retum and principal will fluctuate, and an investment may
eventually be worth more or less than the
original cost.
Investment in common stocks, particularly through professionally

selected, well-

managed, equity mutual funds, provides
investors an excellent opportunity to achieve
long-range goals. Prices may rise and fall in
the short term, but over longer periods, cornmon stocks, as a group, have been generally safe, reliable investments.
With 37 years experience assisting military
professionals in the quest for financial independence, USPA&IRA* has developed thousands of Family Anancial Programs for clients
that incorporated equity mutual funds as the
primary vehicle to reach their long-range
goals. Call your local representative
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